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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to assess the effect of standardizing observation and rating criteria for the front crawl stroke technique on inter- and intra-rater reliability in order to propose an observation list. Two teachers and two competitive swimming coaches with different academic backgrounds were responsible for evaluating the front crawl stroke technique of 44 swimmers using video. Each swimmer completed a 25m course at a comfortable speed, having their displacement recorded in the lateral and frontal planes, both submerged and out of water, in the final 10 m of the pool. Throughout the recording, the swimmers did not breath laterally. Only the movement performed by the right arm was the raters’ focus of observation and was based on a checklist. After the shooting, the raters participated in three stages: in the first stage, there was an intervention to standardize the observation and rating criteria; inter-rater agreement was tested in the second stage, while intra-rater agreement was obtained in the third. In the second stage of the study, the agreement ranged from small to low (k=0.08 and k=0.38). In the third stage, some raters showed poor and low agreement (k=-0.13 and k=0.35), while others showed agreement between reasonable and virtually perfect (k=0.64 and k=0.87). From the results presented, it was concluded that the intervention proposal did not have the desired effect of standardizing the observation and rating criteria among the raters.
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Introduction
Swimming techniques are influenced by the interaction of several components¹-³. In this sense, evaluation procedures are important in controlling learning⁴-⁵, besides being a frequent task for teachers. This evaluation occurs by means of one observing the movement performed by the learner, who, subsequently, is given suggestions for correction⁶-⁷. With this purpose, the literature suggests using checklists as a rating instrument⁸-¹¹ for a better analysis of the main components of the movement and adequate judgment⁵. However, the checklist must be objective, valid, easy to use, and meet reliability requirements⁵,¹¹,¹².
Reliability refers to the condition for a rating or a measurement to present similar results on different occasions, as long as there is no interference with the objective of changing performance. This is an important procedure that will ensure that the raters’ results are consistent. Despite its importance, previous studies evaluating swimming techniques did not achieve the desired success in all its aspects. This can happen because teachers’ observation and rating criteria are different and, though particular, seem to lack internal consistency. In other words, a teacher does not use the same observation and rating criteria when analyzing a student twice in a row in a short period of time.

Considering the abovementioned aspects, the present study is justified by the need to devise a standardization proposal intended to evaluate the swimming learning process. Such standardization can bring about significant levels of intra- and inter-rater agreement. This agreement is important in practice because, with similar rating criteria, the swimming learning process would be made easier. Swimming studies indicate that there is a tendency to find greater intra-rater reliability among teachers with more academic training and experience. However, these results are not completely satisfactory. In addition, throughout swimming learning, a student has classes with different teachers. Thus, it becomes imperative for procedures to be developed aiming at greater reliability regarding the observation and rating process among different teachers. After investigations on the subject, only one study was concerned with providing opportunities for interaction between evaluating teachers, discussing the adopted observation and rating criteria. However, this interaction was not systematized, and the hypothesis that it could improve inter- and intra-rater reliability was not fully confirmed.

In light of the foregoing, the objective of the present study was to assess the effect of standardizing observation and rating criteria for the front crawl stroke technique on inter- and intra-rater reliability. As a hypothesis, it was estimated that a pre-rating intervention, by enabling analysis and an organized and systematized discussion, would foster the standardization of technique observation and rating criteria by teachers.

**Methods**

**Sample**

Two swimming teachers and two competitive swimming coaches – referred to as raters, with different academic backgrounds and with a minimum of three years of experience teaching swimming, were responsible for evaluating the front crawl stroke technique of 44 swimmers. Swimmers (9 to 11 years old) of both sexes were randomly selected; they were in the stage of learning/enhancing swimming techniques and on different levels of swimming skills. All individuals involved in the research (raters and swimmers) received oral and written instructions for voluntary participation in the present study, which was also approved by the Research Ethics Committee under number 4.578.750.

**Procedures**

The technical behavior of the swimmers’ stroke when performing the front crawl was observed by means of video recordings and following the qualitative movement analysis method. The choice was to evaluate the stroke because it is considered the main propulsive agent of swimming. Each swimmer completed a 25-meter crawl swim at a comfortable speed; their displacements were recorded in the lateral plane (submerged and out of the water) and frontal plane (submerged and out of the water) in the final 10 m of the pool, in order to prevent the exit effect. The swimmers were instructed not to breath laterally during the recording for a standardization in swimming and prevention of possible technical changes.
resulting from this body action. For this purpose, markings on the bottom of the pool indicated the beginning and end of this distance.

The swimmers were filmed by sports cameras (GoPro Hero 8; 1080p at 240 frames per second), and the one used in the water was inside a diving box specifically designed for this purpose (GoPro) (0.5 m depth from the waterline). The four images were later digitized, synchronized and transformed into a single file for video editing using the Final Cut Pro software, version 10.4.9.

Only the movement performed by the swimmers’ right arm was used as an object of observation by the raters and was based on the same checklist, as already described in the literature\(^9\). The checklist used, considered as the one that presents the most important movements to be observed for the stroke action, is composed of 5 items describing the stroke phases and the main variations of how the movement can be performed\(^9\). The rater was free to watch the footage as many times as necessary. From the observation of the movement, it was indicated in which descriptor (A, B, C or D) the movement fit. Chart 1 presents the checklist used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MD1</th>
<th>MD2</th>
<th>MD3</th>
<th>MD4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The hand is moved down right after touching the water</td>
<td>The hand is moved in right after touching the water</td>
<td>The hand is moved out right after touching the water</td>
<td>The hand is moved forward right after touching the water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The elbow is extended</td>
<td>The elbow is flexed and below the hand line</td>
<td>The elbow is flexed and in line with the hand</td>
<td>The elbow is flexed and above the hand line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the hand positioned from the start of the pull phase to the end of the push phase?</td>
<td>The palm is not facing backwards throughout the phase</td>
<td>The palm is initially facing backwards but, during the phase, it turns inwards</td>
<td>The palm is initially facing backwards but, during the phase, it turns outwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the trajectory of the hand at the end of the push phase?</td>
<td>The palm of the hand is moved downwards</td>
<td>The palm of the hand is moved outwards</td>
<td>The palm of the hand is moved inwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the elbow angle during the arm recovery phase?</td>
<td>It is flexed, low, close to the water or in line with the hand</td>
<td>It is almost or completely extended and close to the water level</td>
<td>It is flexed, raised, distant from the water and above the hand line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chart 1.** Checklist used by the raters to observe the front crawl stroke. The table presents the items and their movement descriptors (MDs)

*Source: authors*
Intervention stages:

The study was divided into three stages, as described below.

1st Stage: intervention to standardize the criteria for observation and rating of the front crawl stroke by the teachers

One of the project’s researchers met remotely with the raters to discuss the criteria for observation and rating of the front crawl stroke. Three online meetings lasting about 60 minutes were held. In the first meeting, the crawl swimming technique was discussed, with an emphasis on the essential movements of the stroke. In this sense, there was: (1) a theoretical presentation with the purpose of providing a technical description of the swimming movement and discussing the procedures for the qualitative analysis of human movement, using textual elements and photographs, and (2) a presentation of the videos (in different observation planes) of swimmers on different levels of performance. At all times, the raters were free to intervene and ask questions. In the second meeting, (1) the technical checklist was presented (composed of five items), and the essential movements of the front crawl stroke were discussed through the presentation of the videos (in different observation planes) and (2) there was a discussion on how the computer resources would be used for a better observation of the movement, such as slow-speed viewing. The expectation for that meeting is that the raters would become familiar with the tool and develop similar observation criteria. In the third meeting, the raters had the opportunity to simultaneously watch three swimmers of different levels. Each observation and rating criterion was openly discussed among them. All meetings were held through video lessons.

2nd Stage: inter-rater reliability

Seven days after the end of the first stage, the raters received a link by email containing the videos of the swimmers identified by letters and had 30 days to fill out the observation form. The videos were transferred to each rater’s computer before observation and rating. Each rater used their own resources, criteria and methods to observe the movement. With the intention of preventing flaws in the observation process due to fatigue, a maximum of five swimmers were observed per day. The swimmers’ videos could be viewed as many times as the rater desired, but without contact with the other raters.

3rd Stage: intra-rater reliability

This stage consisted of assessing intra-rater reliability and was carried out 20 days after the end of the second stage. The raters received a link by email containing the videos of the swimmers identified by letters (different from those presented in the second stage) and had 30 days to re-evaluate them. The videos were transferred to their computers before observation and rating. Each rater used their own resources, criteria and methods to observe and rate the movement. With the intention of preventing flaws in the observation process due to fatigue, a maximum of five swimmers were observed per day. The swimmers’ videos could be viewed as many times as the rater desired, but without contact with the other raters.

Statistical analysis

The kinematic descriptors used in the present study can be classified as nominal. The level of inter-rater reliability (2nd stage) was tested using Fleiss’s Kappa Reliability Coefficient. On the other hand, the intra-rater reliability level (3rd stage) was tested using
Cohen’s Kappa Reliability Coefficient. Results lower than zero represent poor reliability; between 0 and 0.20, small reliability; between 0.21 and 0.40, low reliability; between 0.41 and 0.60, moderate reliability; between 0.61 and 0.80, reasonable reliability, and above 0.81, a virtually perfect reliability. Using Fleiss’ Kappa, it was also possible to obtain the level of inter-rater reliability for each of the kinematic descriptors. In all cases, a significance level of 95% was considered, and reliabilities above 0.41 (moderate) were considered relevant. The data were processed with the aid of IBM SPSS Statistics, version 25.

Results

Table 1 presents the results for inter-rater reliability. Its values are between small and low, ranging from 0.13 to 0.38 (p<0.05).

Table 1. Inter-rater reliability for each front crawl stroke rating item

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the direction of the hand when it enters the water?</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the elbow positioned in the catch phase?</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the hand positioned from the start of the pull phase to the end of the push phase?</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>&lt;0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is the trajectory of the hand at the end of the push phase?</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>&lt;0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the elbow angle during the arm recovery phase?</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors

Regarding the intra-rater reliability results, it can be highlighted that rater A showed moderate reliability in questions 1 and 5 (k=0.56 and p<0.001). In their turn, rater B showed reasonable reliability in questions 1, 3 and 5 (k=0.65 and p<0.001; k=0.68 and p<0.001; k=0.65 and p<0.001). Rater C presented the best reliability indexes among the 4 raters: virtually perfect reliability in questions 1, 3, 4 and 5 (k=0.82 and p<0.001; k=0.87 and p<0.001; k=1 and p< 0.001; k= 0.92 and p<0.001. Finally, rater D showed moderate reliability in question 5 (k=0.49 and p<0.001) and reasonable reliability (k=0.64 and p<0.001) in question 2. The intra-rater reliability classification for the front crawl stroke rating items is presented in Chart 2.

Chart 2. Intra-rater reliability classification for each front crawl stroke rating item

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raters</th>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th>Question 2</th>
<th>Question 3</th>
<th>Question 4</th>
<th>Question 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rater A</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater B</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater C</td>
<td>Virtually Perfect</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Virtually Perfect</td>
<td>Virtually Perfect</td>
<td>Virtually Perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater D</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The present study aimed to assess the effect of standardizing observation and rating criteria for the front crawl stroke technique on inter and intra-rater reliability. Values classified as small and low (0.13 to 0.38; p<0.05) were obtained for inter-rater reliability.
This result fell short of the expectation and is an indication that the proposed intervention did not have the desired effect on this aspect of reliability. In its turn, as for intra-rater reliability, there was a large variation among the raters. Some of them obtained a “virtually perfect” classification for the proposed items, while others, low reliability. What was possible to notice, in this case, was that the swimming coaches presented, in general, better intra-rater reliability than the teachers did. However, even so, intra-rater reliability needs to be improved.

The reliability findings obtained with the present study did not confirm the hypothesis that the intervention offered with the aim of standardizing the observation and rating criteria would result in high inter- and intra-rater reliability values. Therefore, it seems that the way in which the intervention was carried out – remotely and with video classes –, did not have the desired effect on the standardization of these criteria. One of the limitations that may have occurred in the intervention may be precisely the use of video lessons. Adopting them as a pedagogical resource maintains a unidirectional relationship of knowledge, that is, the researcher who shot them was responsible for passing on the information. As much as studies show the benefits of video lessons aimed at training professionals\(^\text{18,19}\), the present one did not achieve the expected success using this tool. This does not mean that the proposal is invalid, but that it needs to be improved.

The results found suggest the hypothesis that the opportunity for a discussion among the raters, with the latter reflecting on and presenting their own observation and rating criteria – which are oftentimes not clear to themselves even (as per the intra-rater reliability results), followed by guidance as to the standardization of these criteria, would be positive. Thus, interaction and communication among raters is important for the training and teaching process to be implemented\(^\text{20}\). Moreover, the use of different learning tools during the video lesson (such as animations, charts, and links to articles or texts based on the chosen theme) can contribute positively\(^\text{19}\). In this way, for other studies addressing this topic, the use of these strategies is suggested. It is thus believed that the intervention process would be better structured and could result in significant inter and intra-rater reliability values. In any case, the offer of four possibilities for performing the movement makes it more difficult for random agreement to occur, and this factor must be considered when interpreting reliability results.

In a study conducted by Wizer et al.\(^\text{11}\), which can be used for comparison with the second stage of the present study, inter-rater reliability ranked from poor to moderate. Said study evaluated the water skills of children during the phase of adaptation to the aquatic environment. Intra-rater reliability, in its turn, ranged from substantial to perfect. This reliability was lower for tasks that were rarely performed at this level of learning, mainly because they required greater confidence to be performed. In this way, the children may have presented different movement patterns, making the evaluation difficult due to inconsistency in the execution of motor tasks. Despite the reliability results presented, it is believed that, for this level of learning, the teacher has even greater difficulty establishing criteria and the internal standards of the movement.

On the other hand, Vidal et al.\(^\text{10}\) found reasonable reliability, in the inter-rater stage, when evaluating several technical components of crawl swimming. As for intra-rater reliability, it ranged from reasonable to substantial. Some limitations were presented by the authors, during both the intra and inter-rater stages.

Corazza et al.\(^\text{21}\), in their turn, found virtually perfect agreement in a study that designed and validated a motor performance test for crawl swimming. These findings are still similar to those of other studies that reported reliability ranging from moderate to virtually perfect\(^\text{9,22}\). As much as comparisons can be made between these studies, it is important to stress that swimmers’ levels, evaluation forms, observation mode (live or video recording),
as well as the experience and level of training of the rating professionals are different. In the end, all these differences make it difficult to compare results between studies.

Another study evaluating only the front crawl stroke obtained reliability results ranging from mild to substantial, passing through moderate. It is worth mentioning that the intra-rater reliability testing stage was carried out after a meeting between the raters and one of the researchers responsible for the research. Even with the meeting and a debate to choose the most relevant points of the evaluation form, and the greater academic training of one of the teachers, the intra-rater agreement was not high for all items, especially for teachers with less academic training. As in our study, the authors point out that the intervention did not generate the expected effect of standardization among the raters. This was evident because they continued to use their previously constructed personal knowledge to rate the swimmers.

Two other studies evaluating crawl swimming obtained similar intra-rater reliability, which was virtually perfect. These findings are close to some of the results of the present study, in which considerable intra-rater reliability was obtained in questions 1, 3 and 5 for rater B, and virtually perfect for rater C in questions 1, 3 and 4. However, in the study by Corazza et al., the observation of the swimmers was repeated six days after the first observation and by means of direct observation of the swimmers in the pool. This short time interval between observations may allow some evaluation criteria to be kept in one’s memory and influence the second evaluation. Moreover, the direct observation of the swimmer may allow an adjustment in the position of the observer from their observation focus needs. The same does not happen when one watches the video, which has a fixed observation plane throughout the entire movement. Even in the current study, which had four fixed observation points in two different planes (lateral and frontal), the observation capacity is predetermined. Furthermore, initially, the swimmer is behind the observation plane allowed by the camera, then aligned in parallel and, finally, positioned ahead.

The study by Madureira et al. took into account only the errors that the executor can make in each crawl swimming stage. Such a strategy may have facilitated agreement at this stage, as the rater’s only function was to evaluate possible execution errors by the swimmers, which is easier to do than evaluating the movement as a whole and fitting it into one of the options highlighted in the evaluation form, which was the case in our study. As much as this facilitates the evaluation by the observers, we have to emphasize that there is no rigid, immutable technique for crawl swimming, but variations of what may be the ideal technique. Therefore, one should bear in mind the characteristics and limitations of the practitioner and allow something within the spectrum of that which is desirable for the crawl swimming technique.

The training and experience of the professionals participating in the different studies presented should be discussed as well. This research hypothesizes that coaches are more concerned with observing the movement from the perspective of its contribution and propulsive efficiency. On the other hand, swimming teachers keep their focus on observing the movement from the aesthetics of the technique. For instance, the results found showed that the teachers had greater intra-rater reliability in questions 1 and 5. The coaches, in questions 1, 3, 4 and 5. Whereas questions 1 and 5 are descriptors of movements executed out of the water and which are not propulsive, questions 3 and 4 refer to movements executed in the water and with a real influence on propulsion. Therefore, coaches seem to be concerned with the movements performed in and out of the water, since the technique is built with a propulsive purpose. In this way, they develop their own and spontaneous criteria that allow this observation. On the other hand, teachers seem to be more concerned with the movement performed outside the water, developing observation criteria which are more related in this sense.
In any case, movements executed in the water are difficult to be perceived by the raters, even in underwater images\(^1\), as this is not a common practice for most of them. All this influences the ability of these professionals to observe, perceive and evaluate the movement and, consequently, the inter and intra-evaluator agreement in each study. Also noteworthy is the difficulty presented by both groups in the current study in identifying the catch moment, described in question 2. Although this moment is not propulsive, the position of the upper limbs is important, because it is from them that the propulsive action of the stroke begins\(^2\). Given the above, a suggestion for studies on this theme is for the intervention to maintain the proposal of presenting the swimming technique, but to allow for a discussion among the raters, who will expose their own observation and rating criteria. This initiative may allow their criteria to be known and go through personal reflection and systematization. As a result, these criteria are expected to be standardized and contribute to raising inter- and intra-rater reliability in studies on swimming technique evaluation. An additional recommendation is the conduction of studies on other components of the crawl swimming technique, such as the movement of both arms (not just the right limb), the kicking movement, trunk position, and breathing phases.

**Conclusion**

The intervention carried out with the raters in an attempt to standardize the observation and rating criteria did not have the desired effect on inter- and intra-rater agreement. The results found are in line with those of other studies in the literature, but there was a belief in the possibility of improving reliability. Actually, despite the discussions raised in the intervention, what seems to have prevailed during the evaluations were the raters’ prior experiences. Thus, it is important to propose an intervention with quality and sufficient criteria to enable greater standardization as to the criteria for swimming teachers with different training and professional experiences to observe and rate swimmers.
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